
THE ROLE OF BRAND PROMINENCE

This research introduces "brand prominence," a construct reflecting the conspicuousness of a brand's mark or logo on a
product. Wealthy consumers high in need for status use loud luxury goods to signal to the less affluent that they are not
one of them. Field experiments along with.

Related links. Patricians were the least likely of the four groups to buy a flashy item, such as a handbag, while
the parvenus and the poseurs were more likely to prefer it. Publication date: 12 June Abstract Purpose Brand
prominence describes the conspicuousness of a brand on a product. Were our mothers right? The authors study
this market using data from Thai counterfeiters and online sellers of knockoffs revealing how counterfeiters
disproportionately copy louder, less expensive, products. The purpose of this research is to investigate the
types of brand prominence variation. Practical implications This new information on brand prominence
variation provides business brand managers with insight on how to measure and monitor their own levels of
brand prominence displays. In contrast, non-patricians consistently ranked flamboyant bags as having higher
value than the discreet bags that lacked the brand name but were priced higher. The remaining group, dubbed
plebs, does not participate in the market for luxury goods. According to Nunes, "A significant segment of the
population does not want to be branded, preferring to be understated â€¦ and is willing to pay a premium to
have 'quiet' goods without a brand mark. Looking at those who have less money but still desire status, the third
groupâ€”poseursâ€”offers a significant market opportunity for loud copies of luxury goods. The findings
demonstrate that luxury-goods manufacturers can target two types of customers simultaneously by varying
brand prominence and price across products within a single brand. These surveys were employed alongside an
analysis of market data including counterfeit goods to reach the authors' conclusions on status signaling.
Counterfeiters predominantly copy the lower-priced, louder luxury goods, which appeal to the non-patrician
status-seekers and rarely copy the higher-priced, subtle items. But this prescription may not hold for status
goods at the high end of a product line. Don't make a brand ubiquitous. Meanwhile, poseurs "expressed a
significantly greater intent to purchase a counterfeit bag than parvenus. Subsequent results from the
quantitative content analysis revealed that brands on shoes and pants were most likely to display significant
levels of prominence in relation to frequency and visibility dimensions. Is less actually more? Further, their
field survey of patricians and parvenus who possess significant financial means demonstrates that while
patricians, with experience and expertise in luxury, can recognize and value luxury goods even in the absence
of brand markings, parvenus cannot. The prominence of brands on these outfits were photographed,
catalogued and qualitatively analyzed for thematic variation. Young Jee Han is a Ph. For example, the authors
cite Gucci's use of bamboo on its products that says "Gucci" without employing a logo. The authors find that a
price disparity of several hundred dollars can be based solely on how prominently marketers display the brand
on a purse. Consumers may use products to signal status in different ways, so an obvious logo or distinctive
pattern may not appeal to a certain customer. If too many people sport the brand's logo, the mark loses its
value. Consider advertising to all consumers, not just the target market. Share: FULL STORY The logo on
your designer handbag or sports car may say far more about your social status and social aspirations than the
brand name itself, according to a new study from the USC Marshall School of Business, which finds that
luxury brands charge more for "quieter" items with subtle logo placement and discreet appeal. Note: Content
may be edited for style and length.


